
Facts point to
   serious   
        crisis

There’s something going horribly wrong in the trucking industry. Out of 24 trucks 
tested at the Midway test centre alongside the N3 during our last Brake & Tyre Watch 
exercise – conducted during the night - no less than 20 trucks were served with 
Discontinuation of Service notices. That’s an 84% failure rate which surely is enough 
to tell us we have a serious crisis on our hands writes Patrick O’Leary.

5Failed: Another one leaves the test pit to sit out 
the night in the holding yard.

could not believe it when, come 
the early hours of the morning on 
December 9th last year – at around 
01h00 or so - I walked alone into 
the holding yard alongside the 
Midway test centre and found 
it almost full. Already 20 trucks 

had been taken off the road for being 
unroadworthy – mainly braking faults 
- and if we carried on throughout the 
night, more would follow for certain. 
The problem was, there wasn’t much 
parking space left.

I stood there quietly in the dark 
looking at the line-up of failed trucks. 
Drivers had got out their cabs and were 
milling around – some on their cell 
phones calling their depots to inform 
them they would not be arriving on 
time; or trying to wake the owners who 
were no doubt tucked safely into their 
beds while these guys were plying the 
roads steering potential death traps 
along the N3.

Back inside the test centre, the 
various experts from our partner 
companies were still hard at it, going 
through the rigs as they trained the 
cops. It had been a long day starting at 
eight that morning with the theoretical 
training of some 40 or so traffic 

officials in the conference centre of the 
magnificent Blue Haze Country Lodge 
just outside of Estcourt. 

We then moved to the Midway 
test centre and started the practical 
training at 6.30pm going right through 
until now – around 1.00am. If only 
all transport operators could be as 
dedicated and passionate about ‘Best 
Practice’ as are our partners in this 
venture. If only…..

Surveying the sorry scene in the 
holding yard, I felt a sadness come over 
me. For many years I have defended 
this industry against its many critics. 
But how do you defend this? After 
seeing numerous faults throughout 
the night – most so easily avoidable 
if simple, routine maintenance was 
conducted by operators - I had just 
left talking to a driver whose truck was 
found to be horribly overloaded. He 
had circled and was now waiting in line 
to go over the test pit.

He was a small, gentle man who told 
me he had been called in by his boss as 
a back-up driver due to something or 
other being wrong with the previous 
guy’s truck tractor. He said that after 
driving a few kilometres, he felt the 
rig was sluggish and he called the boss 

to say he thought the trailers were 
overloaded. He was told to just drive 
it and to get to the customer on time 
the next morning. That poor guy 
was now about to spend the night in 
jail – through no fault of his own. He 
was about to get a criminal record – 
through no fault of his own.

How can you defend all this? The 
answer is, you can’t – and we don’t. We 
condemn the situation just as the cops 
condemned all 20 of the trucks that 
were found to be unroadworthy.

There are some people who have 
commented in the past that we 
probably only take the worst rigs off 
the road for testing in these Brake & 
Tyre Watch exercises and by so doing, 
exaggerate the true situation on the 
roads. In fact, elsewhere in this edition, 
in an article headed Insurance Views 
and Woes, one of the insurers is quoted 
as saying he was surprised that 84% of 
the rigs failed.

The fact is - we don’t take only the 
‘worst’ trucks off the roads for testing. 
The cops go out and randomly select 
passing trucks – and some of them 
belong to companies with very familiar 
names.

But don’t let me try convince you 
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5Equipment damage by using a 
deflated tyre

5Shoulder damage

5Same size tyre different 
manufacturers built 
specification

5Sidewall damage - tyre deflated as  
a result

5Tread damage Chipping and Chunking

tractor showing them the safety features 
and technology incorporated in today’s 
modern trucks, said it was a total eye 
opener for him how many guys take a 
chance on the road.

“I was shocked,” he said, “especially 
at the condition of the trailers. I could 
not believe how many operators are still 
doing the ‘back-yard’ repair thing; how 
unprofessional they are and to what 
lengths they will go to save money on 
maintenance. And some of them are 
well known names.

“I have worked for many years with 
companies who believe in doing the 
right things but this showed me another 
side of the trucking industry. I never 
thought it would be this bad. I thought 
there would have been a much higher 
level of professionalism displayed by 
operators.”

The good people from JOST turned 
up in force led by managing director 
Keith Turner and added a valuable new 
perspective to things by inspecting 
the condition of the 5th wheels on 
the trucks. They too were shocked at 
the overall condition of the trucks 
inspected and especially at the lack 
of maintenance attention paid to 5th 
wheels by operators. Some of the faults 
spotted are highlighted and commented 
on elsewhere in this feature. 46
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43      of this! Let’s get some ‘outside’ 
opinion. For this exercise, we brought 
in three new partners to expose them 
to what we normally find – and to have 
them pass on their expertise to the cops, 
which is such a vital component of 
every Brake & Tyre Watch project.

Apart from our stalwart and much 
valued partners, Wabco, Bridgestone 
and HCV, as well as, in this case, the 
N3TC which supports our exercise every 
time we hold it on the N3 (three cheers 
to all of them!), joining us for the first 
time were Mercedes-Benz South Africa, 
JOST and Gabriel, a division of Control 
Instruments Automotive. And they were 
all surprised by what they saw.

Brian Kerr, driver training manager for 
Mercedes-Benz South Africa who earlier 
that day had taken the cops through 
a magnificent Actros V6 2658 truck 

During 2010, our route 
services patrolmen picked 
up and removed 10 410 tyre 
treads from about 420 km 
of the N3. Several crashes 
occurred when drivers took 
evasive action to avoid 
a piece of rubber on the 
road. Many vehicles were 
extensively damaged from 
hitting a piece of truck tyre, 
especially at night.

Gideon Cloete, 
Incident Management 

Systems Manager, N3TC

The same echoes of shock came 
from Gabriel as well as from the SA 
Roads Foundation – although less so 
from the latter as they had been with 
us at Limpopo. As for our traditional 
partners, Wabco, Bridgestone and HCV 
– as well as the ever enthusiastic and 
knowledgeable Wolfgang Lehmann – 
there’s not much that surprises them 
anymore for they have seen worse in 
past exercises.
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5Bad design of the “Venter” plug makes this the common 
way of keeping it connected. Use the ISO12098 plug designed 
for this application. 

5Instead of paying the minimal cost for a 6mm round 
bar to be used as a down rod, this customer would rather 
tie the load sensing valve arm out of the way. This causes 
insufficient brakes for the laden condition and flat spotted 
tyres in the unladen condition.

5This customer bypasses the trailer park brake valve as 
the R265 cost for a new WABCO park brake valve is too 
expensive. 

       The N3TC’s Con Roux and Gideon Cloete, although having 
been with us before, still find it hard to believe how operators can 
run their trucks on public roads in the shocking condition we find 
them.

What stands out as prominent for me is that things seem to 
be getting worse, not better, out on the roads. For 20 out of 24 
trucks to be suspended in the short space of five and a half hours 
is totally unacceptable. It’s a disgrace to the industry and we all 
know that the companies which are doing things right will be 
thrown into the same basket as those who are not. The good 
name of the entire industry gets tarnished by those who will take 
chances with people’s lives for the sake of saving a few pennies.

And here’s proof that their actions do have dire consequences. 
According to figures FleetWatch got from the N3TC, the number 
of crashes along the route increased from 48 in December 2009 
to 55 in December 2010 - an increase of 14.6%. The number 
of injury crashes increased from 21 in December 2009 to 28 in 
December 2010, an increase of 33.3%. 

Please will those operators whose trucks were suspended work 
this out? How much money was wasted by your trucks spending 
the night going nowhere? You might have saved pennies by 
skimping on maintenance but this cost you many thousands 
of Rand in forced downtime – and no doubt some unhappy 
customers. When Wolfgang Lehmann and I visited the yard at 
around 11.30 the next morning, many trucks were still parked. 
They had already lost a night and half the day’s production. So 
how much have you saved Mr Truck Operator. You work it out 
and tell us the logic!

And think of this! If you continue along your shoddy road, it’s 
going to cost you more because we left behind 40 well-trained 
cops who will be looking for unroadworthy features on your 
trucks which many wouldn’t have noticed before as they didn’t 
know of them before. And they are going to take those trucks off 
the road again – and again – and again until one day, one of them 
really gets really peeved off and calls on the MEC to implement 
Section 50 of the Road Traffic Act and suspend your operator’s 
license. 

There is just so much to show and tell but in this edition, I have 
decided to concentrate on highlighting the common faults found 
via pictures with short comments from our experts.

Please, please, please Mr Operator. Have a look at the 
photographs. Call your workshop manager and diesel mechanics 
together and discuss these faults with them to ensure they are not 
occurring on your rigs.

As for our partners, I cannot praise them enough for their 
dedication and commitment to making a difference to the 
industry. Brian Kerr says it far better than I can. 

“If it wasn’t for FleetWatch and its partners taking a serious 
look at all this instead of sitting on the fence as most do, things 
would probably be a lot worse than they are. I believe this is one 
of the most worthwhile exercises I have ever experienced. It is an 
initiative that puts us all into the same pot when it comes to a 
common vision of making a difference. Talk is cheap but Brake & 
Tyre Watch goes out and makes a difference.”

Thank you to our partners for making a difference. And thank 
you too to those traffic officers who worked late into the night 
with unstinting enthusiasm. You were stars! And now, Mr 
Operator, it’s up to you. Will you please also make a difference. q
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(See more on next few pages as well)

3Broken ABS sensor cable preventing 
the ABS from working. Notably, the 
most common ABS problem found on 
trailers due to poor installation - and 
only R180 to fix. 

5The common quick fix to a binding spring brake problem. 
Possibility of loss of air on all spring brakes should that cable tie 
not hold, resulting in flat spotted tyres and possible death. 

6Disconnected load sensing valve 
linkage causing insufficient brakes for 
the laden condition and flat spotted 
tyres in the unladen condition. 

5Ball valves placed on suzie couplings and both suzies are the 
same colour - 100% ILLEGAL! 

5So many issues, where to start…Buckled support beams, 
same colour suzies, electrical wiring exposed and line connector 
used instead of F&J coupling. 

Learn the lessons
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5The forgotten component. Lack of 
grease has destroyed the skid plate and 
the top of the 5th. wheel

5Why have shock absorbers when they are not connected. Adjustment brackets on 
automatic slack adjuster missing

4ABS would like to be connected

4Collapsed spring pack caused the 
chassis bottom flange to hit the spring bolts

5Load sensing bar broken off – 
common in the truck/trailer business

5Electrician’s delight – what a mess!

     Plain 
Poor Maintenance

& Stupidity 

5Totally illegal – nobody is allowed to change any data on the Manufacturing Plate. 
Get a new one…….



5Are the rubber strips holding the leg gear 
together?

5Too much of a good thing - money wasted

5It’s is a spigot mounted rim but the 
wrong nuts are used (stud mounted).  
They had the correct nuts on before…..

4Doesn’t look very nice but then again 
who cares if somebody get injured. Anyway 
- the lid hasn’t fallen off yet.

Definite Brake Failures

5Half is better than nothing but not in this 
case. Breaking on rivets has never stopped 
a trailer successfully – ever.

5A loose brake shoe and again rust on the 
braking surface of the drum.

5Normally we don’t grease the linings – 
the friction, she is gone.

5This brake drum hasn’t been in touch with 
the lining for many days – another failure.

5A rusty braking surface can only mean that the brake lining doesn’t make contact with 
the drum.
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5Uneven braking 
due to uneven 
pushrod setting.

5Sintered metal bush on cam shaft has moved out.

5Poor Brake setting – pushrod too long.

5This is what you call a “pathetic” Load Sensing 
valve connection.

  Possible 
brake failures
  in the making 

3The 177mm 
position (3rd hole) 
is not used in South 
Africa. The trailer is 
over braking.

6Another sintered 
metal bush goes 
“walkies”.

5Another booster mix-up. Are the 
mechanics in this country blind or do 
they simply not know?

5Loose Booster - any mechanic 
would see this if he bothered to look.



3Poor lubrication 
and maintenance. 
Virtually no grease 
present between 
rubbing plate and 
fifth wheel top 
plate.

5Damaged safety latch. The broken retaining spring could 
result in the handle releasing at any moment which, in turn, 
could cause the fifth wheel to open and the semi-trailer to 
uncouple from the truck tractor. DANGEROUS!

5No safety latch present. 
Same consequences as for 
damaged safety latch on the left. 
DANGEROUS!

5Only 8 bolts used to secure 
the ripple plate. A minimum of 
10 bolts of grade 10.9 strength 
should be used.

5Trailer support with the internal gearbox and top cover 
completely removed. Although this does not pose a danger, it is 
indicative of poor maintenance procedures.

5An environmentally friendly, 
green landing leg base.

5Poorly constructed/repaired base and rubbing plate. Having looked closely at these pics, what we initially believed to be a 
“pirate” fifth wheel turned out to be a JSK37C top plate mounted to JSK36C pedestals. This is typical when operators change 
the fifth wheel top plate only, leaving the old pedestals in place. This is not recommended at all as it will result in the premature 
collapsing of the rubber cushions between the pedestals and the fifth wheel top plate.

3Substantial 
gap between 
the chassis rail 
and the ripple 
plate. This will 
induce excessive 
stresses in the 
securing bolts and 
could result in 
these bolts failing 
with disastrous 
consequences

Fifth wheel
woes 
Based on inspections 
by JOST experts, 
it soon became 
obvious that 5th 
wheel maintenance 
is lacking in many 
fleets. Here are  
some of the many 
faults found.


